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Abstract
Detection of rotating object in aerial images is a practical and challenging task. Nowadays, most detectors rely
on anchor boxes with different scales, aspect ratios and angles for aerial objects that are usually distributed in arbitrary directions and show huge variations in scale and aspect ratios. However, the detection performance of these
detectors is very sensitive to the anchoring hyperparameters. To address this issue, in this paper, we propose a Twostage Anchor-free Rotating object Detector (TARDet). Our
TARDet first aggregates feature pyramid context information by a feature refinement module, and generates rough
localization boxes in an anchor-free manner by a directed
generation module (DGM) in the first stage, and then refines
it to a higher quality localization scheme. Furthermore, we
design an alignment convolution module to extract alignment features and introduce RiRoI to adaptively extract rotationally invariant features from isovariant features. Finally, we apply a modified fast R-CNN head to generate
the final detection results. Our approach achieves state-ofthe-art performance on two popular aerial objects datasets,
DOTA and HRSC2016.

1. Introduction
Aerial image detection aims to identify the position and
class of object objects such as ships and vehicles. However,
it is also a challenging task because aerial image objects
have different scales and aspect ratios [37]. In addition, objects are usually displayed in arbitrary orientations and are
densely arranged. The ability of directional detection methods for profiling in remote sensing image targets [13] has
attracted a lot of attention from researchers.
In recent years, aerial image rotation detection has made
rapid progress due to the rapid development of convolutional neural networks [3, 6, 19, 26, 35, 38]. However, most
of the rotation detection methods are generally based on the
horizontal bounding box (HBB) by adding angular dimensions to this fixed pattern. For example, S2 aNet [10] proposes an anchoring refinement network to generate high* Corresponding
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Figure 1. Oriented box definition. The blue box is ground truth.

quality anchoring and alignment features. In the ReDet
[11] network, rotational isovariant features are extracted by
adding a rotational isovariant network to the detector, which
in turn accurately predicts the orientation. RoI Trans learns
the spatial transformation from HBB to orientation bounding box (OBB). R3 Det [36] accurately detects objects by
using a stepwise regression approach from coarse to fine
granularity. The Transformer scheme provides promising
orientation schemes that greatly reduce the number of rotation anchors, but also entail expensive computational costs.
Although these methods have achieved better performance,
these detectors are very sensitive to anchor frame hyperparameters and also limit the scenarios in which the detectors
can be used.
Anchor-free detectors can avoid the hyperparameters associated with anchor boxes by eliminating the predefined
anchor boxes. Currently, several anchor-free rotational detectors have been proposed. For example, FCOS [33] solves
object detection in a per-pixel prediction manner, completely avoiding the complex computation associated with
anchor boxes, and DARDet directly predicts the parameters of the rotation box at each foreground pixel of the feature map. DAFNet [16] introduces a new center-oriented
ambiguity and a new divide-and-conquer corner point pre-
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diction strategy. The work of [24] builds on a detector
with per-pixel prediction, using a new geometric transformation to better represent oriented objects in angle prediction, and then develops a branch interaction module with a
self-attentive mechanism to fuse features from classification
and box regression branches. VCSOP [31] uses one subnetwork to search for centroids and the remaining three subnetworks to predict other parameters. However, these methods
usually present rotated boxes in a complex form to solve
the boundary discontinuity problem. The features used in
these methods are not aligned with the rotated boxes. These
drawbacks hinder the accuracy of the detector.
In this paper, we provide a new two-stage anchor-free
rotating network. In the first stage, inspired by deformable
convolution [5], we first aggregate the contextual information of the neighboring layers of the feature pyramid network (FPN) [21] while learning the offsets of the sampled
points and use the aggregated information to refine the content of each sampled point. Instead of heuristically defining
various anchors with different scales, angles, and aspect ratios, the network uses an anchor-free scheme to generate
roughly oriented frames to predict targets. Then, the AlignConv module is designed to adaptively align features according to the oriented frames. After that, the coarse frame
is refined to the exact position by refinement network to
generate a high-quality scheme. In the second stage, we use
a modified Fast R-CNN [8] head for regression and classification to generate the final predictions.
To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:
• We propose a two-stage anchor-free detector for aerial
image orientation detection, which generates coarse
positioning boxes directly in an anchor-free manner,
avoiding the problems caused by horizontal frames,
and then refines to a high-quality solution.
• We design the spatial refinement module, which is
used to aggregate contextual information and refine
features by embedding them in the FPN, and the alignment convolution module to extract alignment features
for accurate object detection in aerial images. We also
introduce RiRoI to adaptively extract rotationally invariant features from the equivalent features and modify Fast R-CNN to obtain the final object detection results.
• Extensive experiments are conducted on the DOTA
and HRSC2016 datasets and its generalization capability is verified on the UG2+ Challenge dataset. The
results show that our TARDet helps to improve the detection accuracy, and achieve the best performance on
the DOTA and HRSC2016 datasets.

2. Related Work
In recent years, with the continuous development of deep
learning, the object detection performance has been significantly improved. Existing object detection methods can be
mainly classified into two modes, one-stage and two-stage,
according to their structures.

2.1. One-Stage Detector
One-stage detectors [23, 25, 34] directly predict object
classes and locations without any refinement steps. Onestage detectors can also be broadly classified into anchorbased and anchor-free methods. In the anchor-based approach, a large number of pre-defined anchor points are first
flattened on the image, then the class of these anchor points
is predicted and the refinement of the anchor coordinates
is performed, and finally the refined anchor frame is output as the detection result. In the recently proposed [36] ,
the center and corner point information in the features are
directly encoded to obtain more accurate positions. Sliding vertices predict more explicit four-point polygons in the
image. However, in most anchor-frame-based methods, the
HBB is still predicted by simply adding the angle of the anchor and then converting it to OBB. for example, in [20],
a single-stage detector for oriented scene text detection is
proposed, where the HBB is directly used as an anchor to
regress the OBB and obtain state-of-the-art results on text
detection.
However, this still requires a significant computational
effort. In contrast, the anchor-free detector is predicted
on a per-pixel basis, which would free the model from the
highly intensive computation of learning anchor matching.
Aerial object detection faces different challenges compared
to text scene detection as mentioned in Section 1. Many
detectors downsample the image to match the feature map
size [7, 17, 40] and construct the final predicted object by
resizing the output object, however, this may increase the
error in object detection, especially when detecting objects
from aerial images with a dense distribution of small targets. The FCOS method proceeds on a per-pixel basis, with
the output feature map on of key points corresponding to
the pixel coordinates in the input image, thus avoiding detection errors due to image resizing. However, the one-stage
detector often suffers from too many negative samples and
has low accuracy. In contrast, the two-stage method is more
accurate in terms of precision.

2.2. Two-Stage Detector
The two-stage detector in object detection is implemented by examining the image twice, where the first examination is done by detecting regions of interest to generate region proposals, and then extracting features using the
backbone feature map of each region proposal and passing
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Figure 2. The overall architecture of TARDet. The Spatial Feature Refinement Block (SFRB) is embedded in the feature pyramid to refine
the contextual information, and for the output feature maps, we use the Directed Generation Module (DGM) to generate coarse directed
boxes. Finally, a fully convolutional network is used to refine the coarse frames to generate high-quality proposals.

these features to the classifier to identify object classes. The
first two-stage approach was designed using R-CNN [30],
then to a route by [8,9,12], where the general idea is to generate high-quality regions of interest (RoI) from horizontal
anchors by RPN, and then to extract accurate features from
the RoI using the RoI pooling operator. Finally, the boundary boxes are regressed using R-CNN and classified to improve the R-CNN.
Most of the state-of-the-art aerial object detectors are
based on a two-stage framework. Two-stage direction detectors such as [39] handle directional regression by adding
anchors with different angles to the region suggestion and
RoI regression steps, which allows existing R-CNN-based
methods to generate directional bounding boxes by identifying object directional angles. Afterwards, many algorithms have been proposed to improve its performance, including architectural redesign and reform [2, 4, 18, 24], context and attention mechanisms [1, 29, 32], multiscale training and testing [21, 28], training strategies and loss functions [14, 23, 27], feature fusion and enhancement [15, 22].
Today, two-stage anchoring methods based on standard detection benchmarks still maintain state-of-the-art results.
However, it is worth noting that the feature extraction
layer of most two-stage algorithms still uses horizontal
bounding boxes to extract the corresponding object features,
which is limited in predicting oriented bounding boxes,
since HBB contains more background information than
OBB. Therefore, this will lead to difficulties in extracting
overlapping features between objects. Horizontal RoI usually leads to severe misalignment between bounding boxes
and oriented objects. For example, horizontal RoI usually
contains multiple instances due to the directional and dense
objects in the aerial image. A natural solution to alleviate this problem is to use oriented bounding boxes as an-

chors [26]. Therefore, well-designed anchors with different
angles, scales and aspect ratios are needed, but this leads
to a large amount of computation and memory usage. In
addition, most methods usually present rotated boxes in a
complex form to solve the boundary discontinuity problem.
The features used in these methods are not aligned with the
rotated boxes. These drawbacks hinder the accuracy of the
detector.
Therefore, to solve these problems in the two-level detector, we propose a TARDet that generates directed boxes
directly by an anchor-free scheme, avoiding the problems
caused by horizontal boxes and reducing computational
overhead and memory usage.

3. Proposed Method
In this section, the design of the entire TARDet network
architecture is described. Each sub-section describes the
key modules designed in the network and the refinement
process of the network.

3.1. The Framework of TARDet
In this paper, we propose an effective TARDet based on
Faster R-CNN, which is an end-to-end network for object
detection of remote sensing images. As shown in Fig. 2,
our TARDet consists of a feature extraction model and a
TARDet head. The feature extraction model consists of a
backbone network and a FPN that uses three spatial feature refinement blocks on a top-down path to refine the
contextual features between adjacent layers. the TARDet
head applies three 3 × 3 convolutional layers to generate
a 256-channel feature mapping, followed by DGM to generate coarse localization boxes in an anchor-free manner,
which is refined to a high-quality localization scheme in the
second stage, and RiRoI is introduced to adaptively extract
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Figure 3. The details of Spatial Feature Refinement Block (SFRB).
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Figure 4. The details of the Directed Generation Module (DGM).

the output of the subnetwork is
rotationally invariant features from the isovariant features.

δ = conv1 (cat (deconv (Lf ) , GAP (Lf −1 )))
ω = conv2 (cat (deconv (Lf ) , GAP (Lf −1 )))

3.2. Spatial Feature Refinement Block
The overall architecture of SFRB consists of both sampling point offset learning and global information refinement. The problems of inaccurate sampling of location information on feature maps with high resolution and the inclusion of different semantic information should have different weights are addressed. Inspired by deformable convolution [15], we first perform aggregation of contextual information of adjacent layers and, at the same time, learn the
offsets of sampling points and use the aggregated information to refine the content of each sampling point. In our implementation, as shown in Fig. 3, given two adjacent level
feature maps Lf and Lf −1 , we first obtain the weight bootstrap information ω ∈ of the channels from the adjacent
lower level feature map Lf −1 by a global average pooling
layer. Then, the mapping capability is increased by a 1 × 1
convolution. Also, a 1 × 1 convolution layer is used to compress the channels of Lf to reduce the computational cost,
and Lf is upsampled to the same size as Lf −1 by a deconvolution layer. Next, we cascade them and use the cascaded
feature map as the input of the subnet to generate feature
maps with further refinement using global information, with
a convolution kernel size of 3 × 3. Meanwhile, a 3 × 3 convolution with a step size of 2 is used to reduce the size of
the low-level features and add the corresponding elements.

R

To facilitate model convergence, we use the learned offsets to represent the locations of the sampling points, and

(1)

where GAP (·) denotes the average pooling layer, cat(·)
represents the cascade operation, conv 1 (·) is the 3 × 3 convolutional layer with 2 channels, and deconv is the 3 × 3
deconvolutional layer. We sample from the location of the
upsampled feature mapping, and then we add the offset. For
training stability, we divide the offset by the average of the
Lf length and width.
To solve the quantization problem caused by floatingpoint offset, we use a bilinear interpolation algorithm [22],
which is a mechanism that uses four points adjacent to Lf
e f −1 .
to obtain a new output L
Next, we use the bootstrap information ω to further refine
e f −1 . Specifically, the outputs
the generated feature map L
are added to the underlying feature map by weighting, using
a 3×3 convolution layer, and then using a 3×3 convolution
with a step size of 2 to reduce the size of the lower-level
features and adding the corresponding elements to obtain
the final output, mathematically,


e f −1 + convdown (Lf −1 ) ,
Pl = conv2 ω ⊙ L
(2)
where conv 2 (·) is the 3×3 convolutional layer, conv down (·)
is a 3 × 3 stride convolution.

3.3. Directed Generation Module
The anchor-based object detector uses IOU to separate positive and negative samples between the anchor and
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ground truth. However, our DGM regresses the orientation
frame directly from the point. As shown in Fig. 1, we define
the oriented ground truth frame as (xgt , ygt , wgt , hgt , θgt ).
where θgt denotes the clock angle between its side and the
x-axis satisfying θgt ∈ [−π/4, π/4]. Given a positive sample, its ground truth distance vector with respect to the left,
top, right, and bottom sides of the ground truth frame is
defined as tgt = (l, t, r, b). Therefore, we use a region
assignment scheme instead of the traditional IoU distinction. In the training phase, each ground truth box will first
project the feature mapping onto the image according to its
box size, and the points located in the center region of the
ground truth box will be selected as positive samples, and
the other points as negative samples.
We use five levels of feature maps defined as {P2, P3,
P4, P5, P6}, where their span steps {s2, s3, s4, s5, s6} are 4,
8, 16, 32, and 64, respectively. after assigning each ground
truth to its corresponding feature map, we mark these points
as positive if they lie in the center region of the ground truth.
The central region of the ground truth can be denoted as ,
where σ is the central rate. First we transform from the image coordinate system to its ground truth coordinate system
by


x′
y′




=

− sin θgt
cos θgt

cos θgt
sin θgt



x − xgt
y − ygt


. (3)

If the coordinates of the transformed points simultaneously satisfy then it is proved that the given sample point
lies in the center region of the ground truth. Therefore, this
is a positive sample.
|x′ | < σwgt /4
′

|y | < σhgt /4

(4)
(5)

As shown in Fig. 4, our DGM goes through three
branches to generate scores, margins and offsets, respectively. We only train the margins branch on the positive
sample. Since the ground truth coordinate system is not
parallel to the image coordinate system, we need to convert
each point on the feature map to its corresponding ground
truth coordinate system in the same way as the region assignment. Next, the distance vector tgt = (l, t, r, b) can be
expressed as
l = wgt /4 + x′ , r = wgt /4 − x′

(6)

t = hgt /4 + y ′ , b = hgt /4 − y ′

(7)

In the definition of a directed box, the angle is in the
symmetry interval where θgt ∈ [−π/4, π/4]. Therefore,
we directly use the ground truth angle as the target to train
the angle branch. By combining margins and offsets, DGM
can generate an orientation frame at each location.

Figure 5. Alignment convolution module takes the input feature
and the regression map as inputs and produces aligned features.

3.4. Refine Network
Next, we apply a small fully convolutional network to
identify the foreground and refine the roughly oriented
boxes precisely. However, the anchoring is consistent
across the element map, and they have the same shape and
scale at each location. Our coarsely oriented boxes differ at
different locations, and these locations have misalignment
problems with the consistent feature map. In this work,
we design a new efficient ACM that captures the geometric information of the generated coarse OBB and its nearby
contextual information to reduce the deviation between the
predicted OBB and the ground truth OBB. The module uses
a deformable convolutional representation to align features
with the OBB. Specifically, given the sampled locations x, y
on the feature map, we first regress the initial OBB vector x,
y, h, w. Using this initial OBB, we tentatively select 9 sampling points (i.e., 3 rows and 3 columns). Horizontal and
vertical offsets are obtained, and an offset field of channel
18 is obtained. These 9 localizations are then mapped onto
the feature map and the features at the projection points are
convolved by deformable convolution to extract aligned features as shown in Fig. 5. ACM is a light convolution module
and the additional computational speed delay is negligible.
After feature alignment, the foreground is distinguished
and the oriented boxes are refined by two 1 × 1 convolutions, respectively. We assign labels to the rough boxes by
calculating their IOUs. Here we define the boxes with IOU
higher than 0.7 as positive and those lower than 0.3 as negative. Thus, the coarse boxes are refined to the exact position
to generate a high-quality detection scheme. We predict the
classification scores in the second stage by adding an angle
parameter on the regression branch for predicting the angle
deviation, and finally, a modified fast R-CNN head is used
to predict the classification scores and regress the directed
bounding boxes.
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Figure 6. Visualization of detection results on the DOTA dataset.

Figure 7. Visualization of detection results on the HRSC2016 dataset.

4. Experiments
In this section, we first describe the implementation details. To validate the effectiveness of the proposed TARDet,
we conducted experiments on DOTA and HRSC2016 to
evaluate the performance of our approach with several stateof-the-art algorithms. The experiments are also performed
on the UG2+ challenge dataset. The details and experimental analysis are described as follows.

4.1. Experimental Settings
Dataset setup. To confirm our results, we conducted experiments on two typical remote sensing datasets, DOTA [38]
and HRSC2016 [7]. Specifically, DOTA is a large aerial
image dataset for remote sensing object detection, which
includes 2806 images as well as 15 object categories. The
abbreviations of the categories are defined as: storage tank
(ST), swimming pool (SP), traffic circle (RA), helicopter
(HC), tennis court (TC), baseball field (BD), small vehicle (SV), large vehicle (LV), soccer field (SBF), basketball

court (BC), ship (SH), aircraft (PL), harbor (HA), bridge
(BR), and ground athletic field (GTF). In the ablation study,
we used the training set for training and the validation set
for evaluation. Considering the GPU memory limitation,
we cropped the original images to 1024 × 1024. and performed random flipping to increase the data. For comparison with other methods, we use only one scale for training and testing. The HRSC2016 dataset is a challenging
dataset for single ship detection in aerial images, which contains a total of 1061 images in two scenes. The image sizes
range from 300 × 300 to 1500 × 900. We use the training
and validation sets of 617 images for training and evaluate
the performance on the test set. All images were resized
to (800, 500). The UG2+ challenge dataset is for vehicle
detection on aerial images. We use the training set of 240
images for training and test the generalization performance
of the model on the test set, where all images are cropped to
patches of size 1024 × 1024.
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Figure 8. Visualization of detection results on the UG2+ Challenge dataset.
Table 1. Comparison of quantitative results on DOTA datasets. * means multi-scale training and testing.

Two-stage
Single-stage

Methods
Backbone
PL
BD BR GTF SV
LV
FR-O
ResNet101 79.42 77.13 17.70 64.05 35.30 37.16
ICN
ResNet101 81.40 74.30 47.70 70.30 64.90 67.80
ROI-Transfomer ResNet101 88.64 78.52 43.44 75.92 68.81 73.68
CAD-Net
ResNet101 87.80 82.42 49.40 73.50 71.10 63.50
SCRDet
ResNet101 89.98 80.65 52.09 68.36 68.36 60.32
FADet
ResNet101 90.21 79.58 45.49 76.41 73.18 68.27
Gliding Vertex
ResNet101 89.64 85.00 52.26 77.34 73.01 73.14
RetinaNet
ResNet101 88.82 81.47 44.44 65.72 67.11 55.82
P-RSDet
ResNet101 89.02 73.65 47.33 72.03 70.58 73.71
2
O -DNet
Hourglass104 89.31 82.14 47.33 61.21 71.32 74.03
DAL
ResNet101 88.61 79.69 46.27 70.37 65.89 76.10
R3 Det
ResNet101 88.76 83.09 50.91 67.27 76.23 80.39
S2 aNet
ResNet50 89.10 82.85 48.37 71.11 78.15 78.35
TARDet (Ours)
ResNet50 88.89 80.35 49.67 69.92 74.05 81.37
TARDet (Ours) ResNet101 90.02 81.81 51.86 71.86 76.52 82.85
TARDet∗ (Ours) ResNet101 89.70 85.41 58.28 79.55 78.24 85.54

Table 2.
datasets.

Comparison of quantitative results on HRSC2016

Methods
R2 CNN
RC2
RRPN
R2 PN
RoI-Transformer
R3 Det
LARSD

TARDet (Ours)

Backbone
ResNet101
VGG16
ResNet101
VGG16
ResNet101
ResNet101
ResNet101
ResNet50
ResNet50
ResNet50
ResNext50
ResNext50
ResNext50

Image Size
800*800
800*800
800*512
800*800
800*800
600*600
300*300
800*800
600*600
300*300

mAP
73.07
75.7
79.08
79.6
86.20
89.26
90.3
90.12
89.52
88.59
92.48
89.53
88.62

Speed
5fps
1.5fps
6fps
12fps
18.8fps
23.5fps
33.7fps
15.2fps
21.9fps
31.5fps

Implementation Details. We performed a pre-training of
ResNet-50 on ImageNet to initialize our backbone. In the
next experiments, we trained the model for 24 iterations
by setting the initial learning rate of the SGD optimizer to
0.001 and dividing by 10 in each decay step. The weight decay and momentum were 0.0001 and 0.9, respectively. All
training was performed on a server with a Tesla V100 GPU
(32G), inference was performed with an RTX 2080 Super
(8G), and our model was based on the mmdetection library,
an open source object detection toolkit based on Pytorch.
Evaluation Metrics. For evaluating our model quantitatively, average precision (AP) and mean AP (mAP) are

SH
37.16
70.00
83.59
76.70
72.41
79.56
86.82
72.77
72.76
78.62
78.53
86.72
87.15
86.33
87.65
89.04

TC
89.41
90.80
90.74
90.90
90.85
90.83
90.74
90.55
90.82
90.76
90.84
90.78
90.93
90.87
90.56
90.68

BC
69.64
79.10
77.27
79.20
87.94
83.40
79.02
82.83
80.12
82.23
79.98
84.68
84.60
86.56
86.23
85.76

ST
59.28
78.20
81.46
73.30
86.86
84.68
86.81
76.30
81.32
81.36
78.41
83.24
85.44
83.63
86.35
86.33

SBF
50.30
53.60
58.39
48.40
65.02
53.40
59.55
54.19
59.45
60.93
58.71
61.98
60.56
61.46
60.26
69.03

RA
52.91
62.90
53.54
60.90
66.68
65.42
70.91
63.64
57.87
60.17
62.02
61.35
62.90
67.02
66.35
70.70

HA
47.89
67.00
62.83
62.00
66.25
74.17
72.94
63.71
60.79
58.21
69.23
66.91
65.26
75.42
75.48
82.16

SP
47.40
64.20
58.93
67.00
68.24
69.69
70.86
69.73
65.21
66.98
71.23
70.63
69.13
67.88
68.28
73.37

HC
46.30
50.20
47.67
62.20
65.21
64.86
57.32
53.37
52.59
61.03
60.65
53.94
57.94
55.17
58.66
69.86

mAP
54.13
68.20
69.56
69.90
72.61
73.28
75.02
68.72
69.82
71.04
71.78
73.79
74.12
74.57
75.66
79.57

adopted as the metrics for object detection, and accuracy
is used for classification. The larger these metrics are, the
better the result are.

4.2. Experimental Results
Results on DOTA Datasets. DOTA: We compared our results in DOTA, as shown in Tab. 1. Compared with the
single-stage approach, the two-stage detector model still
dominates in DOTA, although its structure is a bit more
complex. And the performance is good. Compared with
other two-stage methods, our TARDet achieves 74.57%
mAP based on ResNet-50 and 75.66% mAP with ResNet101 backbone. In addition, our method achieves the best
performance of 79.57% in the backbone with ResNet-101
using multi-scale training and testing. It surpasses all previous algorithms on the DOTA dataset by testing. Our model
also achieves better results in some very challenging categories, such as ships, small vehicles, and bridges. We also
visualize some of the results, as shown in Fig. 6.
Results on the HRSC2016 Datasets. The objects in
HRSC2016 have arbitrary orientations and large aspect rations. Previous algorithms set more rotation anchors for
better performance leading to speed loss. Compared with
the previous best result 90.3% by LARSD and 89.26% by
R3 Det, we improve 2.18% and 3.22% respectively with
only using ResNext50 backbone in 15.2 FPS. Note that our
detection strategy can achieve a real-time level while maintaining high accuracy.
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Table 3. Ablation study on the HRSC2016 and DOTA datasets.

Baseline
SFRB
DGM
HRSC2016
DOTA

84.12
65.02

Different Setting of TARDet
√
√
√
√
85.32
68.54

87.12
69.16

90.12
75.66

Results on the UG2+ Challenge Datasets. Vehicles in the
UG2+ dataset are characterized by arbitrary orientation and
small targets. We use the mAP metric to validate the generalization capability of our model. 96.42 mAP was achieved
on the UG2+ challenge dataset, and the results show that the
model has good generalization performance. We display the
results in Fig. 8.

4.3. Ablation Study
To further validate the importance of SFRB and DGB in
this method, an ablation study was performed. The experiments were performed on the DOTA and HRSC2016 validation sets, and the results are shown in Tab. 3. By adding
SFRB, a 3.52% improvement over the baseline method was
achieved on the DOTA dataset, which indicates that refining
local contextual information can enhance the target features.
After adding DGB, we achieve a 4.14% mAP enhancement over the baseline method on the HRSC2016 dataset,
which indicates that DGB can generate directional frames
well to cover the target and avoid the problems caused by
horizontal frames. In addition, we found that the combination of SFRB and DGB can achieve better performance
with 90.12% mAP and 75.66% mAP, respectively. thus, the
involvement of both enhances the ability of CNN to extract
rotation information, which leads to better regression and
classification results.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a two-stage anchor-free detection framework for localization object detection in aerial
images. Our method generates coarse localization boxes in
an anchor-free manner and then refines them into a highquality localization scheme. Among them, a feature refinement module is designed to aggregate feature pyramid context information, and an alignment convolution module is
employed to extract alignment features, and RiRoI is introduced to adaptively extract rotationally invariant features
from the equivalent features. The ablation study demonstrates the excellent performance of each component of
TARDet. Experimental results on the DOTA, HRSC2016
datasets show that our proposed TARDet improves in accuracy and efficiency compared to other detectors.
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